
                                Start Date       Duration       Campus       Price

Easter Code Club (age 11-16)                                 04/04      1 week            Gardyne           £75
Monday  - Friday 9:30 -12:30
Build a game in a week! Discover the game design process, from coming up with a game concept, to 
designing the characters and levels, then bringing your concept to life by actually building and coding 
it!

Coding for Kids (age 10-13)                   19/04                 8 weeks          Gardyne           £60
Tuesday 18:00 - 19:30
An introduction to game design and game principles. Basic character art creation, player movement 
and control, sound creation and introduction to programming, all culminating in the creation of your own 
game! Classes will be interactive with some group work and fun practical demonstrations of the 
principles in action.

Coding for Kids (age 14+)       20/04                8 weeks          Gardyne           £60
Wednesday 18:00-19:30
In depth concepts of game design and game principles. Advanced character art creation, player 
movement and control, sound creation and advanced programming concepts, all culminating in the 
creation of your own game! Classes will be interactive with some group work and fun practical 
demonstrations of the principles in action.

Coding for Adults                                                                20/04                 8 weeks          Gardyne           £72
Wednesday 19:30 - 21:00
Web creation using simple web scripting languages and coding principles applied to create dynamic 
and interactive pages. See how web pages work, create your own images and assets for display. Style 
your page to truly personalise it. Content: HTML5 for framework, CSS3 for styling, JavaScript for 
programming introduction and interactive/dynamic elements, Some Photoshop use for image 
manipulation.

Design & Build a Website       19/04                 8 weeks          Arbroath           £96
Tuesday 18:30-20:30
A comprehensive introduction to building websites. Topics include logical design principles, visual 
design principles, usability, accessibility, web file management, FTP, HTML5, CSS3, responsive design, 
front-end frameworks, and commercial web hosts and services. You will learn how to critically evaluate 
website quality; learn how to create and maintain quality web pages; learn about web design standards 
and why they're important; and learn to create and manipulate images.

To apply now visit: www.dundeeandangus.ac.uk
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